Allergies Got You Down? ― Again?
Carol Keppler, M.EI

Join the crowd! One out of four Americans suffer (and that’s the right word, “suffer”) from some form
of allergies. Every year the problem seems worse…Why?
As usual, the answer is simple. Since not everyone has allergies, it can’t be the pollen, animal dander,
or mold. The truth is that the human body is breaking down, specifically the mucous membranes and
nerves which are raw and inflamed, and therefore over-reacting to the environment.
Loss of time from work and the on-the-job misery during allergy season finally attracted the attention
of the government and “National Allergy/Asthma Awareness Month” appeared on our calendars. With
the additional challenge of asthma, lives have become complicated, especially for those families with
young children who over the years have joined the adult ranks of those struggling to breathe. But
with all the research, the only answer we’re getting is temporary relief through drugs, antihistamines,
and inhalers. Even the herbalists have tried to patch-up using all kinds of wonderful herbal
combinations, to no avail.
When asthma is the case, we know that emotions are often the trigger. How to deal with that aspect
is a lengthy and complicated process. But nothing is impossible. Then again, the clearing of both
allergies and asthma is complicated by medications, which eventually become part of the problem
itself. The client usually finds it impossible to give up inhalers or other drugs used to help keep air
passages open. The toxic drugs re-poison a newly cleansed body even more quickly, rendering the
bronchioles susceptible to a weakened or even a breakdown state, once again, an insidious cycle.
Allergies are considered a life-long problem; it’s hard to imagine that in a matter of a few weeks they
could be totally cleared. The discovery of deep cellular cleansing with harm-free, water-based
formulas was the key; not only is energy medicine able to work at the physical level, but has the
capability of dealing with the emotional aspects of asthma as well.

Back to basics ―a healthy body can handle the environment. Raw, inflamed, irritated mucus
membranes and nerves, now hypersensitive to irritants not only through inhalation and ingestion
but by absorption through the skin's sensitivity to the multitudes of chemicals of a modern-day
society. Membrane and nerve sensitivity may also be the result of multiple
medications/vaccines/immunizations and the interactions of all of the above. The possibility of
hypersensitivity to insect bites and stings and perhaps even gluten sensitivity and we can see the
enormity of this situation.
Is there hope for the allergy and/or asthmatic client? You bet! And it’s fast, easy and affordable. It
has many names: Energy or Vibrational Medicine. Bioenergetics and of late, HydroNoetics®. Toxicfree cells, because of their higher vibrational frequencies, can repair and with the help of the once
again healthy stem cells, can finally complete the regeneration process for those cells beyond repair.
It is indeed exciting to see the fully functioning human system doing what it was designed to do, self-

repair/regenerate.
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